
1. proper noun

2. determiner + singular noun

3. adjective 4. proper noun

1. proper noun

5. determiner + plural noun

6. relative clause beginning with ‘that’ 7. determiner + singular noun

8. singular noun

4. proper noun

9. -ing verb

10. -ly adverb

11. prepositional phrase

4. proper noun

12. exclamation

13. adjective 14. noun phrase (at least three words long)

1. proper noun15. adverbial phrase (manner)

Professor         was a leading volcanologist. They had published many 

books, appeared in several television programmes and had even once signed their name 

on            for a young fan. However, nothing compared to 

the adventure that they were about to undertake. Today, they were going to visit the  

     volcano named Mount          .

Professor         double-checked their suitcase. Sure enough, they had 

packed everything on the list:              

(            ),                                      and 

the all-important               . Before long, the journey to Mount  

          was underway.

After       on an aeroplane, the professor arrived. They  

              made their way towards the volcano which was surprisingly 

located              . As soon as they 

saw Mount          , the professor exclaimed,  

“             ” The volcano was  

     and was spitting out            .  

                   , Professor         started 

to take photos of the incredible sight. 

The Volcanologist
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1. proper noun

16. subordinate clause beginning with ‘after’

17. verb (past tense)

18. question

             , the professor decided that 

it was time to leave. They looked through their notes and                             . Although 

they had studied volcanoes for many years, there was still one question left unanswered:  

‘                    ’ To find 

the answer, Professor         would have to travel farther than any 

volcanologist had ever travelled before. 
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1. proper noun 2. determiner + singular 
noun

3. adjective

4. proper noun 5. determiner + plural noun 6. relative clause beginning 
with ‘that’

7. determiner + singular 
noun

8. singular noun 9. –ing verb

10. –ly adverb 11. prepositional phrase 12. exclamation

13. adjective 14. noun phrase (at least 
three words long)

15. adverbial phrase 
(manner)

16. subordinate clause 
beginning with ‘after’

17. past tense verb 18. question

Grammatical Features
Complete each box with an example of the grammatical feature shown.
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